CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADULT LEARNERS
THROUGH ENTREPRENEURIAL COMPETENCES

Our aim : is to jointly create
new solutions to help adults
develop competences in the
field of entrepreneurship.
The CORAL project is being
developed by 9 partner organizations (public and private)
coming from 8 countries. We
are using our expertise in innovative didactics and competences in the field of adult education to support entrepreneurship among unemployed
people.
CORAL is an Erasmus+ Strategic partnership under the Ref
2019-1-FR01-KA204-063080
that is running from September 2019 to September 2021,
funded by the European
Commission.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reﬂects the views only of the
author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.

CORAL outputs :

a set of 3 tools to assess, transfer and
recognize entrepreneurial skills

CORATOOL

Skills Assessment Toolkit for self-employment requirements – is an online self
assessment which adapts the EntreComp
framework to the needs of long-term
unemployed adults

Online Start-up Academy

The educational pathway designed and
implemented in blended-mode according
to the flipped-classroom methodology.
Theoretical aspects are delivered through
the Start-up Academy MOOC while operational aspects are put into practice through Start-up LAB that allows the user to
experience a collaborative peer to peer
learning process.

Who is the target audience?
The direct beneficiaries of CORAL are low skilled,
long-term unemployed (2+ years) adults coming
from previous work experiences.
CORAL tools can be easily used by public and
private employment agencies and education
providers for adults, who can incorporate the
toolkit within their upskilling pathways.

Why a European project?
We firmly believe in the capacity of training
centers involved in international mobility and
Adult Education in several European countries, to
be able to share entrepreneurial values and skills.
CORAL intellectual outputs are the fruit of a
collaboration between 8 structures working on
the theme of training and entrepreneurship in
Europe, in different contexts.

ALFMED

www.alfmed.com

ERIFO

www.erifo.it

FyG Consultores
www.fygconsultores.com

Foyle International
www.foyle.eu

FOXPOPULI
www.foxpopuli.org

UnitelmaSapienza
www.unitelmasapienza.it

CORAL learning outcomes validation
The learner goes through different assessment phases which provide evidence to
recognise the learning outcomes.

FPEI

www.fpei.mt

We survey entrepreneurs acting in the
field of Commerce and Services in
regards to the EntreComp

bit cz training
www.bitcz.cz

We engage in group discussions with
entrepreneurs, professionals of public
and private employment services, adult
educators/trainers, unemployed adults
and job seekers

Danmar Computers
www.danmar-computers.com.pl

INTERVIEWS WITH ENTREPRENEURS
ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL:

www.youtube.com/channel/UCyk5WgZo1BoyhfMVjWSukfw

www.facebook.com/coral.erasmusproject

www.coral.erasmus.site

www.twitter.com/coralproject2

